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lditorials
Editorials:••

On this page, the editors get
to print their opinions, but
your’s
your's can be printed too. We
welcome your letters for publi
publiEdication here. Letters to the Edi
tor can be written in response to
an earlier letter or editorial, or
topthey can address some other top
ic of interest. Letters should be
typed or neatly written and
signed by the writer.

We would like you to
write for the BAGPIPE
BAGPIPE.
Bring us your story ideas,
off our
or check out some o
desperleads. We're not desper
ate, just open. Contact
either John Hendrickson
or Stephen Lauren Bigger.

·········
·~············~

Apology - No Retraction
Jeff Rogers
I very much appreciate all of the responses from students, staff
and faculty and administrators I received to my editorial and its
Almost all of the criticism received came
corresponding articles. Al.most
along a similar point. I was asked by one professor to apologize
for it, but don't
don’t feel that an apology is quite what is in order. A
lack of omnisience concerning all of the facts does not negate
the validity of questions or arguments.
The major fault seen by those who criticized my short article
com
was that I mentioned the 1/4 million dollars spent on the comschool’s money to
puter program and made it seem like it was the school's
spend where it wished. On the contrary, it was bluntly brought
to my attention, that the money was given as a grant for the
program. This being
specific purpose of a computer science program:
true there may have been given a misconception given in one
sense, but there was no misconception in another. The fact
remains that Business programs (I mean Business and vocationally
oriented programs) here have grown immensely while at the same
time varying liberal arts have at best remained the same and at
worst dropped considerably.

This is a scary phenomenon to put it lightly. Whether the
came from a grant
money, for the Computer Science Department came.
or not seems insignificant. The fact remains that the money was
sought with a feverish passion highly disproportionate to any
energy expended to relentlessly pursue what is needed to have a
top notched liberal arts department. True, the arts are not in
that’s not what people are clamoring for.
vogue right now, that's

BagThe Covenant College Bag
pipe is published bi-weekly durdur
ing the 1982-83 academic year,
auspices of
under the financial auspices
ex
the Student Senate. Views expressed are not necessarily those
of the Covenant College student
body, faculty, or administration.

But why does no one question
what is vogue? Is it not in order .
to question what the masses of
If such
society clamor for?
an
questions are resented as annoying nuisances then we see
even more clearly a need to
re-examine our ends and begin
questi.ons.
to raise more questions.

So, Uh, Like, Where was the
?•

Bagwhere’s the Bag
So, uh, like where's
pipe been?

Well, that depends on what
aspect of the Bagpipe you are
asking about. After a fairly
successful start at this semester
publication of the Bagpipe
ceased. That was because our
Composer was not working. A
Composer is sort of a storage
word processor which makes the
margins even on both sides of
the columns and also prints the
letters dark enough to be picked
up by our printer.
Unfor
Unfor-

tunately, it is necessary to
use this to put out the Bagpipe.
IBM tried to fix it a couple of
times but without success. To
have had a company downtown
do for us what the Composer is
supposed to do would have cost
$ 1.50 per
1.00 to $1.50
an addition $$1.00
copy of the Bagpipe of your
money. Although
Alth·ough we realize
that you have been informed by
our news stories, challanged
ch:µlanged by
our thoughtful editorials, had
your horizon’s
horizon's expanded by
feature and review stories, and
followed out teams through our

The knowledge of the grant
doesn’t seem to go far to
money doesn't
the questions raised by Tucker
concerning whether a college
doesn:t wish to exceed
who
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,000 students can have a
11,000
realistic goal of serving the entire
ques
Christian community. The quesEditor-in-Chief
Editor-in.Chief
John Hendrickson tion of whether a small school ·
could ever have quality programs
' in all of the business related
Associate Editor
S. Lauren
Lauren Bigger
Bigger areas and all of the liberal arts at
S.
What has Covenant to do with academics and
the same time is not a question
culture? The answer is a lot. What is Covenant
easily answered especially in doing to promote interaction of academics and
view of the discussion at hand.
culture? Not enough. There has been talk of
Review Editor
program advancement for years here at Covenant.
No one was trying to discredit
Bruce 'J'aws!
Taws
Unfortunately there has been more talk than
destroy the integrity of
or _destroy
advancement. Certainly there has been some
Sports Editor
I’m thrilled that at
anyone else. · I'm
improvement in the programs, yet in comparison
Suzanne Comer least some discussion (and hopehope
imwith all of the money spent on the colleges im
fully thought) has been inspired.
provement is not that large.
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sports stories - although you
might have received all of these
things in the Bagpipe we thought
the additional cost would have
been robbery..
robbery ..

So how has it come to be that
you are reading this? Glad you
asked. Stephen Lauren Bigger
our brilliant associate editor
managed to get it (the composer,
remember) going again and so
temporarily we have its services.
That is why you are able to read
this.
John Hendrickson

& Action at CC
On Rhetoric &

Now -that
that the problem has been stated allow me
to make a few suggestions regarding program

advancement. The academic programs need to be
strengthened. Covenant needs a Political Science
major now, not in five years. The English, Art,
and Philosophy departments need to be advanced.
Covenant needs to develop internships and co
cooperation programs for all majors, but particularly
for business. This means Covenant needs a full
intern
time placement director to coordinate the internships and give guidance to lost seniors like myself.
Covenant should develop off-campus studies
programs both in the community and in other
areas. One of the most important needs at Cove
Covenant is in academic research and faculty developdevelop
ment. The faculty needs monetary support for a
summer research institute, special projects and
academic enrichment programs on campus. These
are not just my suggestions. In fact most of these
ideas came from faculty, administrators and
students here at Covenant.
Now is the time for action, there has been
enough talk. Many Christian colleges are already .
ahead of Covenant in program advancements.
Covenant is lacking in this. It needs it before the
school looses students and faculty to dissapointment and frustration.

Paul Morton
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CHORALE

ARRESTED!

HERMOGENES’ KITCHEN
HERMOGENES'
Dave Reiter
Hermogenes: Greetings all, I am Hermogenes, and
this is Theban my assistant, our intent today is to
prepare an excellent tuna salad. I now call upon
Theban to bring for us the utensils, so that we may
begin.

the identity of the subject to whom these prepre
dicates are applied!
H: I must believe that this subject is the soul.
T:
T : And what is the soul?

Theban
Theban:: Hermogenes, surely you know that I
cannot approve of the use of time to administer to
the body, for the body is material, yet because I
am your servant and am a man of ethical supremecy, I shall do what you ask.
H: Thank you Theban, but I must ask that you
end your condemnations, and only do that which I
ask of you.

Singer Tells Inside Story
Story!!

H: I cannot define it except that which is pre
predicated of.
T:
Very fine Hermogenes, you have finally
identified the most basic element of a man as the
soul, and this "soul"
“soul” is something you cannot
define. How is it then, that you cart
can possibly
know that you are a man? for thoughts cannot
know thoughts, and neither can body verify body.
Furthermore, I must ask this - is that stool you are
sitting on more than leather and stuffing wrapped
around wood?

The following is an interview with an individual who was on
choir tour,
tour, but has asked to remain anonymous.

T: Herrnogenes
Hermogenes you are a fool! You are worried
about your stomach and how it looks to others,
how do you even know it is yours? Has not
Pyrrho proven to us that knowledge is inaccessible
to men?

Bagpipe: "Tell
“Tell us in your own words what really happened out
there. There's
There’s been a lot of talk about this event and we'd
we’d like to
get the inside story.

H: Theban, I cannot concern myself with such a
ridiculous question! I know my stomach is mine
because it is mine, it is too obvious to give answer!

T:
T : But what is the wood?

X: "What
“What was the question? Oh, yeah, I remember. Are you
sure nobody will know my name? I mean, I don't
don’t want to get in
any trouble, you know?"
know?”

T:
T : Then you will not correct me if I assume you
are your stomach?

T:
T : And what is matter?

H: I will correct you! I am not my stomach!

H: I cannot define matter except for being the
subject of predicates.

Bagpipe: "Yes
“Yes I understand, your name will be kept confidenconfiden
tial, I promise. Please tell us what you know."
know.”
X: Oh, gee, I dunno, I'm
I’m so nervous, I don't
don’t know where to
begin! My palms are sweaty, I'm
.. .'
I’m trembling all over
over...’
B: . "Just
“Just try to relax and start from the beginning. If you don't
don’t
want to go onl'm
on I’m sure some one else would be happy to ...
...”"
“I’ll talk, I'll
I’ll talk! It was just so horrible, I can't
can’t bear to
X: "I'll
.. .Mississippi.
think of it. We were in Arkansas, no, it was, yes
yes...Mississippi.
clear blue like a crystal ball, vast, yet
The air was crisp, the sky dear
o f excitement in the bus like I've
I’ve never
silent. There was a hum of
seen. We were so innocent...Arrgh! I just can't
can’t stand it!"
it!”
“Just get to the point, could you?"
you?”
B: "Just

T:
T : Then what are you?
H: lam
I am a man.

T:
T : By this you mean that a man is more than the
parts of his body - his stomach, his legs, his hands?
H: A man is one who thinks, and who has the
body of a man.

H: It is nothing more.

H: Wood is a combination of particles, matter.

T
T:: Then can we conclude that tbfs
this stool has a
soul, the most basic element of man?
H: I am afraid we must.
T: I am wondering Hermogenes, if you now regret
stom
having spent so much time tending to your stomach, it looks like you might have done better
to spend time in thought, for you cannot be sure
that you are a man, and what is worse, it would
appear that you cannot differentiate yourself from
the stool you are sitting on!

T:
T : But who is it you speak of? Whom is it that
thinks and possesses a body? You have said that a
“one” who thinks and who has a body man is "one"
who or what is this "one"?
“one”? You have said that the
predicates of a man are that he is a thinker, and ((tune
tune in next week when we will hear Hermogenes
that he has the body of a man, but I am asking for say, "Now
“Now this is what I call 'soul
‘soul food'!")
food’!”)

“Right, I'm
I’m alright now - It's
It’s all coming in clear again. Let's
Let’s
X: "Right,
see, the crisp air, the blue sky, yes hum, hm.
“Yes, yes, you said that! go on!"
on!”
B: "Yes,
X: "Look,
“Look, I've
I’ve got to do this in order or I won't
won’t remember I’ve got it all memorized.”
I've
memorized.''
B : (aside) "What
“What did I get myself into this time?"
time?”
B:
X: "Anyway,
“Anyway, there we were, driving along, and we passed a
bunch of pigs, uh, I mean officers of the law stopped along the
side blocking a dirt road.’
road.'
“Let's leave the prejudices out of this, ok? Then what
B: "Let's
happened?”
happened?"
X: "Well,
“Well, we were surprised·
surprised to see so many police cars in one
spot. We just figured they were loafing around or after some
motorcycle rider or something. We just had no idea what we
into...”
were getting into
.. .''
“I know the feeling, go on."
on.”
B: "I
i

X: All of a sudden there were cops everywhere. They forced
the bus off the road. I thought the driver had been speeding or
into the bus and hauled the
something, until one cop busted inJo
driver out and slammed him up against the bus and started to
frisk him. They kept hitting him and hitting him with the butt of
terrible!” (Head in hands, sobbing unun
their rifles. Oh! it was terrible!"
controllably.)
“Come on, you don't
don’t expect me to believe that, do you?
you?....
B: "Come
“No, I guess not. My PsyPsy
X: (Quickly composed and calm) "No,
away.”
chiatrist says I have a tendency to get carried away."
“He’s right, I'm
I’m about'
about to have you carried away if you don't
don’t
B: "He's
this!”
tell the truth. There are college students reading this!"
cont.. on
o n pg.8
cont

Law Response
Prank Brings law
Trailways buses. The
By BI
Ll.
iJ LLLE
regular stop for Traiiways
B IL
L K;
K. M
MU
L E NN
· Evening Post Staff Writer
prank sign and the failure to stop,
cir
A number of local law enforcement
therefore created suspicious ·ci.rcumstances and .authorities were no
n~ •
officers responded to what appeared to
be a bus hijacking Wednesday after·tified. · ·· .. •·
·
· ·. · .
after
noon, but after a diligent effort by all
Jones said the bus was stopped '
without incident about three miles
involved, the work of a prankster was
River on U.S. 61.
revealed.
·
north of the Big Black RiveronltS.
“''The
The driver pulled over after a DIJlD::
num
All Vicksburg Police Department
ber of patrol cars started following
units on·
on duty, the Warren
Warren County
others began falling in ~
be
Sheriff's
Sheriffs Department, the Claiborne •··.·•··· him and others:began
hind,”
Sheriffs Department, and the
the ·•
County Sheriff's
hind,". Jones said.
.. •
.·.
Mississippi Highway Patrol units
At that time the youth admitted to
the false alarm. No charges were ELjd.
either helped setup
thefalsealarm,Nocharge.~w,,.reE.w>d.
set up a roadblock at the
Vicksburg .Chief
Chief of Detectives Phil
Phil
inters!'!Ction
Vicicsburg
intersection of U.S. Hi~~Y
Highway s;·.arid
51 and
Solomon said such pranks are not only
Old H!gh\\-ay
Solomon.said
Highway 61 orpursued a chartered
en
Continental Trailways.
Trailways bus travelingtraveling . a waste of time and effort by law en•
en
north on U.S. 61 from Claiborne ·
forcement officers, but it also .. en-.
dangers their lives as well as those of
County.
dangerstbeir
the generalpublic~
general public. "We
“We responded to it
Warren CountyChiefDeputy
County Chief Deputy Sheriff
for..aJi!e
a life and
Otho Jones said the caper began.about
as an emergency call for
began about
situation,” he said, ',vbich
“which ere-cre
3:30 as the bus cruised through Port · death situation;''
ates a danger/L
danger.”
Gibson. As it went by, a college student
ates
.
"Kids will be kids,';
kids,” Jonessai~
Jones said, ••but
“but
held aa hand-lettered sign .to
to a window.
don’t realize how serious
It read "We
they really don't
“We are being kidnapped."
kidnapped.”
Although the chartered bus was not
the consequences are until the smoke
clears.”
scheduled to stop, Port Gibson is a
·clears.''.
·
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Beviews
Reviews:••

to ~he
the Farm
A Trip to.

Scripture Twisting
John Hendrickson
The subtitle of James'
James Sire's
Sire’s book Scripture
Twisting is 20 Ways the Cults Misread the Bible.
Essentially, that is what the book is. After an
introductory chapter and then a chapter on
"World-View
“World-View Confusion,''
Confusion,” Sire discusses how
religious groups that significantly diverge from
orthodox Christianity use the Scripture. This
book does not concentrate on specific problems
but rather on types or categories of scriptures
twisting that many twisters can and do use. One
helpful feature of the book is that the twenty
reading errors are all briefly summerized at the end
of
o f the book. Some of these errors are •> Innaccurate Quotation, Twisted Translation. IgnorIgnor
ing the immediate context, Speculative Readings
of
o f Predictive Prophecy, Selective citing, SupSup
plementing or Rejecting Biblical Authority,
and saying but not citing. This last is somewhat
humorous. Sire gave, as an example of this Erich

von Daniken (remember Chariots of the God's?)
God’s?)
saying "Without
“Without actually consulting Exodus. I
seem to remember that the Ark was often sursur
rounded by flashing sparks."
sparks.” While this may
have been a useful special effect in Raiders of the
Lost Ark, the fact is this phenomenon is never
mentioned in Exodus nor anywhere else in the
Bible. Sire notes other similarly ridiculous uses of
the Bible. These uses could be just laughed at and
ignored except that many people fall for them.
Hopefully no one at Covenant would fall for any
of these errors, but some might. For those not
acquainted with proper concepts of Scripture
interpretation this book could be very useful. For
those acquainted with these principles the book
can be an almost humorous look at the errors of
man. Scripture Twisting is available at the Tuck
Shoppe for $4.95.

A few weeks ago two other Covenant students and myself went
to a place called ''The
“The farm."
farm.” We stayed there for about a day
and a half. The Farm is a commune that has been operating for
about eleven years. Five hundred adults and about five hundred
to six hundred children live there. Spiritually, they range from
nominal pantheists to those specifically holding to Zen. The
commune is a whole city in itself, it has its own phone, power,
water, and cable TV lines which may not be what one would
expect from a place which in order to live there you have to take
a vow of poverty.

For a place which has strangers visiting it all the time, wandering
around the place, eating there for free, and basically just getting
in the way, the Farmites were very tolerant and open and gengen
erally okay people.
There was no pressure to join, stay, or sign on the bottom line ie
no cultic recruitment. Those that I talked with were also open to
me about weaknesses and problems at the Farm.
Each of us went there for various reasons. I went there to learn
something about communal living (problems, techniques, etc.)
and to learn something about Eastern thought. Given the amount
of time we were there, I learned quite a bit about the Farm and
very little about the latter. From various talks with people there
I can see why missions to eastern peoples have such low yield. I
did not specifically explain the gospel to any of them. Given how
long we were there and where they were at spiritually, it would
have been counter productive. Visiting the Farm is one of those
horizon expanding experiences that I am glad I went on.
John Hendrickson

Evept?
CAB EveIJt,
Man from Snowy River
Bruce Taws

''The
“The Man From Snowy River"
River” is one film you
must see! There are very few films out today that I
would say that about, but I must say it about this
one. Why? Simply because it is a magnificent piece
o f art. Yes, film is art and to me this is one of the
of
classics. It is not a "pushy"
“pushy” movie meant to drive
you toward the director's
director’s or writer's
writer’s statements
about life or a certain dilemma, such as the movie
"Missing"
“Missing” (obviously anti-American), rather it is a
“Chariots of
very soft-spoken film along the line of "Chariots
Fire"..
Fire”
Neither is this film simply an "entertaining"
“entertaining”
film, although it certainly does that, without any
ideas to get across to the audience. The ideas,
morals, whatever you wish to call them, are there
but they are subtle. Christian elements are seen in
“Chariots of
o f Fire"
Fire” but they aren't
aren’t blunt or crude
"Chariots
“gospel” films are. The same applies to
like many "gospel"
the ideas of
o f love, perseverance, and manhood in
“The Man from Snowy River".
River” . They don't
don’t leap
"The
out at you but move smoothly and warmly into
your mind and emotions as the film moves along.
The story and characters have a lot to do with

this .
all of this.
The story is set in the beautiful mountains of
Australia and the scenery is indeed breathtaking,
making the job of the already skilled cameramen
easier. The movie starts right off showing us some
High Country men
men,, men who earn their keep and
land they live on.
the right to own and work the land
One of these men, named Jim, is left alone because
of a traffic incident and is forced to go down into
the valley to prove himself a man and earn the
right to live on the land of his ancestors. He gets a
job with a cattle rancher, Kirk Douglas, a man who
makes no bones about not liking mountain folks,
and particularly Jim. But Jim does prove himself
father’s land and to
worthy, both to live on his father's
earn Douglas'
Douglas’ daughter's
daughter’s hand in marriage.
can’t express all of the dede
Yet all of this really can't
lights of this movie. Only a first hand account will
suffice and I strongly recommend that you go see
this movie, which is much more than a boy meets
girl story. It really has a lot to say, but softly, and
you’re willing to listen.
only if you're

I would like to take this space to tell returning students just a
word or two about CAB next year. We are attempting to make
more functions free for the students since they pay an activity fee
already, and seldom have money for things they would like to
see. Plans are also being made to pay workers for help with set
up and tear down, aiding the committees in these activities.
Film committee is planning a film every other Friday night
starting with the first day of school. This is so that students can
plan to attend those nights on a regular basis, knowing in advance
what to expect. A schedule of filins
films will come out at the beginbegin
ning of the fall semester.
This year we are planning a concert series featuring "heavy
“heavy
weight”
weight" artists once a month through both semesters. Bruce
Cockbum, Bob Dorough (Miles Davis'
Davis’ piano player) and a symsym
Cockburn,
phony orchestra from the area are among those being considered.
Any one interested in being chairman or co-chairman of the
Cultural Affairs Committee for next year should contact Stephen
Lauren Bigger at 820-1560 ext. 440 this summer or write CoveCove
nant College. Experience is helpful but not necessary.

S.L.Bigger

Savannah Smiles
Bruce Taws

C
t

“Savannah Smiles is one of those movies which
"Savannah
you like but can't
can’t really explain why."
why.” This was
film the minute I left the
my estimation of the filin
wasn’t very unique, the acting
theater. The plot wasn't
wasn’t
wasn't superb, yet I really enjoyed seeing it. It is
very funny at times to mildly funny at others. No
doubt that - the little girl who played Savannah
could steal your heart away, but what was it that
made it all worthwhile?
. Well, it is simple; Love. Sounds corny, but that
is exactly what "Savannah
“Savannah Smiles"
Smiles” is all about and
IS
what made this movie so heartwarming. This love
is first expressed as a lack of love between
Savannah and her aspiring parents. They are so
“getting to the top"
top” of the political
involved with "getting
and social ladder that their little five year old has
become a nuisance. So, she runs away and ends up

dis
in the arms of some would-be criminals who disdis
cover that there is more to life than earning a dishonest living.
“coming around"
around”
The scenes which show them "coming
are very sweet and one must view these without a
lot of gruff masculinity but rather as a parent
would view his child, with tenderness. Alvie and
our
Bootsie, the robbers, help us to look inside of ourselves and discover the potential for love that is in
o f us if we can only let down our pride long
all of
enough to let it out.
I do recommend this movie to all of you who
are young at heart and love to be entertained by a
“Savannah Smiles"
Smiles” is just the movie for
movie. "Savannah
you if you fit this bill and you will find yourself,
like so many others in the theater, smiling when
Savannah Smiles.

Jim Craft, sttident.
student. Reformed Theological
Seminary, Jackson, MS

Randy Pope, pastor, R,rimeter
Rsrimeter Presbyterian
Church, Atlanta, GA
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Imprisoned for Christ

This article was written by
Daniel Situka first as a term
paper, which I had the honor of
of
readmg
reading.. . When asked to submit
it as an article in the Bagpipe,
Daniel was kind enough to agree.
I hope you as the reader are
both encouraged and humbled as
/was.
I was. SLB

When I am asked to tell my life experiences, I
always find it difficult to decide which one would
be more exciting. For the sake of exhortation
and teaching, I feel my prison experience will be
However,, .iiff I don't
don’t tell you a brief
worthy to tell. However
history of
o f my country, I will be denying you a
privilege of understanding what kind of backback
ground I am taking this story from. On the 11th
of April, 1979, it was broadcast on the Voice of
Kenya that the Liberation Front Army had taken
Amin’s government in Uganda. I was one of
over Amin's
the many Ugandan exiles who were excited and
danced with joy for the new hope. Whispers of joy
were heard amongst us that God had at last
answered our prayers. This meant that we would
be able to go back home and meet our beloved
dicta
ones whom we left behind. Amin, a brutal dictator, had been ruling our country with an iron hand
for the last eight years, killing many people, espeespe
cially Christians. This forced many people to flee
country. In the middle of June 1979, the war
the country.
country... I joined the
ended with Amin fleeing the country
few people who went back early to start rebuilding
and reconstructing the ruins and the shattered
economy. After the end of the war
war,, the different
groups which joined to fight Amin's
Amin’s rule could
not hold together, and. consequently, fell apart.
This forced minor groups to flee the country andgovern
caused the collapse of a united interim government. Many other strifes came in the following
months. Presidents and governments changed
until November, 1980, when an election was held
giving De Obote, the exiled former President, a
win. Other groups which believed that it was
Obotoe’s fault Amin came into power didn't
didn’t like
Obotoe's
it. Another division erupted even among the
groups,,
armies, encouraged by defeated political groups,.
which resulted in the birth of guerrilla movements
based on tribal and religious differences. In Janube
uary, 1981, we experienced extensive fighting between the government troops and the guerrillas in
different parts of the country. The government
could not locate places of guerrilla operations;
therefore, they resorted to anti-guerrilla operaopera
tions in and around the capital city where many
of the guerrilla attacks were concentrated. I was
living in the suburbs of the city which witnessed a
lot of havoc, unfortunately done mainly by
wo
government troops. The soldiers could rape women, steal property, kill young and old men, and
sometimes execute women and babies in cold
· blood. Many people were arrested under suspicious
accusations. Some were imprisoned without trial
and others disappeared forever. On all roads in and
out of the city, government soldiers manned road
blocks and also arrested any suspect, sometimes
sur
killing them on the spot. Some friends who survived the prison used to tell us stories about prison
Prisoners’ eyes were gouged out, sometimes
life. Prisoners'
their legs and hands were cut off, still others
would have their genitals cut off and put in their
mouths. We walked in fear and caution. In brief,
let me tell you my own experience in the .death
death
prison.
27,1982,
It was a beautiful morning of August 27,
1982,
o’clock. The sun was shining with all her bright
at 9 o'clock.
rays through the dense African woods. As I was
driving in a pickup of the International Christian
Aid (ICA), an organization I was working with as
the Administrative Director, I heard the shots and
shouts all around us •- "Stop,
“Stop, stop or else we will
you” . Looking around us, I saw that we were
kill you".
surrounded by men, heavily armed, in the known
and feared uniforms - the anti-guerrilla operation
troops. Meanwhile, another Landrover appeared

before us filled with soldiers. There were four
people in my vehicle, two seated in front and one
behind on top of the food we had bought on the
way from a burial ceremony for one of our staffs
staffs
father. We were exhausted by the long journey of
380 miles, so we were hurrying to change and go
to the office as we had been away for two days.
With me was my personal secretary, an accountant
and a mechanic who were my closest friends since
they were Christians. On the way, we had managed
to survive the sixty road blocks that subjected us
to rough searching and strippings without any pro
problem
blem.. We had just branched off from the highway
two miles from the city center to take
take. the accounaccoun
tant to his house. Before we had gone more than
500 yards, we heard shooting. Amid shouting
orders with all guns pointed at us, we were ordered
to come out of the vehicle. Since they were heavheav
rifles, bayonets, rocket
ily armed with automatic rifles;
propellers and sub-machine guns, we were all so
vehicle .
terrified that we almost lost control of the vehicle.
I stopped the car and immediately we were
w~re given
orders to raise our hands as we came out of the
possescar. Accusations began first that we were in posses
sion of a stolen vehicle. Before I could say another
word, someone said we were guerrillas, and others
“Kill, kill, A
were shouting and chanting cries, "Kill,
duyi” which means "Kill
“Kill that enemy".
enemy” . I could not
duyi"
understand what all that was about, but I didn’t
didn't
have a right to explain myself as I could be shot
down without question. We had heard from others
how often people are killed in cold blood if they
disturb the soldiers, so I feared risking our lives in
any way. We had lost our consciousness as they
searched through our pockets for any valuable
things, as was their habit. Meanwhile, my memory
was running through all the sins I had ever com
comdidn’t have much time to
mitted. Assuming that I didn't
live, I began to repent. With the ten minutes of
searching and interrogation, we lost all our valu
valuable property including our watches. As they were
planning to shoot us, an officer suggested that we
givshould be spared for more interrogation thus giv
ing them more information. We were divided into
two groups, but I was ordered to remain in our
vehicle. Some food had been taken by our captors
and we drove towards their headquarters called
and Makindye were the most
Naguru. Both Naguru and.
feared prisons in the country. Whoever was taken
to those places had little chllflce
chance to live.
Within 30 minutes, we had arrived at Naguru.
especialWith the terrible stories about this place, especial
ly her famous tortures, I lost hope of our living
cruelagain. From its gates, one can easily tell the cruel
ty and tortures inside the prison. No civilian is
allowed in this prison without permission. As we
drove inside, I could tell from the faces of the
soldiers that they were blood hungry. During the
deprocess of our arrest, I was praying to God to de
liver us and in a whisper I encouraged my friends
to trust God for a miraculous release. Fortunately,
we were not beaten at all since our arrest except
for the rough pushings we got. After our release,
people said it was a miracle to escape their harsh
anbeatings. We were rushed from one room to an
other for nearly twenty minutes, going through
searchings and interrogation while others were
“Kill, kill”
accusa
kill".. The accusashouting their usual cries "Kill,
tions changed when we reached Naguru;
N aguru ; they said
that we tried to run away because we were taking
food to guerrillas. After going through many other
processes, we were taken to a 12'
12’ x 12'
12’ basement
prisoners Our
prison which had about fifty other prisoners.
inshoes and socks were taken off. We went again in
to another searching. My secretary was taken alone

to another dark room by _the men. They claimed
that they felt something underneath her pants, but
rap~ her. We started to pray
their intention was to rape
for her quietly in our hearts. Fortunately, two wowo
men soldiers appeared and asked where my secre
secretary was. We looked in the direction of the dark
room. When they heard the lady sobbing, they
forced the men to open the doors before the
“mad” soldier8 could rape her. She was brought
"mad"
back and sat among us, and they asked their
officer in charge for a special guard for the lady.
The prison room was smelling; in some comers
you could see rotten hands of the prisoners who
died there. The prisoners whom we found there
looked so sick with marks of tortures all over their
bodies. Others’
Others' wounds were running puss. Among
them were two young boys who told us that they
parwere also picked up during operations, their par
didn’t know what would
ents were killed, and they didn't
be their fate. We heard many terrifying stories.
It seemed no one had been arrested on proper
grounds. As I looked around, I could see the stain
of drops of blood all over the walls and on the
floor. From the prisoners, we learned that some
prisoners are taken every day for execution and
even the day before we were arrested, one prisoner
was killed before the others. Those who were
brought into that prison were supposed to bribe
the soldiers for their release. One had to pay a lot
of money, approximately $2,000, as ransom for
their release. Those who failed to raise that much
d.e ath. Besides the room being
were doomed to death.
very cold, it smelt like death. I could not believe
my eyes to see that we had to share this tiny room
with dead bodies. Some people died of hunger as
they only got two cookies and some unclean water
twice a week. The prisoners told us that beatings
and tortures began at 6:00
6 :00 in the evening, when
the officers had left duty. They no longer cared
what happened to them, but they were pitying us.
I could not learn much from them as we only
spoke in whispers, and if one was found, he was
due for penalty actions. To go to the bathroom
was not easy because one had to go through a lot
of teasing, beatings and other funny things. For
the first two hours I had nightmares, but as I con
conGod's Love to the world,
tinued to meditate on God’s
hope came into my heart. I had saved a New TestaTesta
ment Bible during our search. I don’t
don't know how.
With the small light reflection, I started to read
Psalms in a low voice. Prisoners looked at me in
amazement. Later on, I noticed two young men
who recognized me too, as one of the people who
was always testifying of God’s
God's Love through Christ
in open air meetings in the city. He nearly shouted
and told me to pray for him. This gave an oppor
opportunity to share the good news which Christ gave us
for captives. I started to feel peace in my heart. I
forgave all of the soldiers and started to pray for
them.
Meanwhile, the whole church had heard about
my arrest because our organization was known and
popular in the city as a Christian Relief Agency.
Some people told my wife, who told our pastor.
hours, they start
startSince we had prayer warriors 24 l_iours,
ed to intercede for us Some of my friends, with
the help of a distinguished government official,
started to look for us in all the prisons until they
were told we were at Naguru. The official knew
some of the high officers at Kaguru, and he called
them, pleading for our release. The news reached
the officer in charge of the prison, and he ordered
an immediate investigation of our arrest. It was
4 :00 when a ray ooff hope reached us. We
around 4:00
began to see a change in the soldiers’
soldiers' attitude to
to-
wards us as they brought us some food •- a tin of
cookies and some tinned beans. But with the smell
in the prison, plus our lack of breakfast, we deci
decifasting".. We contin
continded to continue the "forced
“forced fasting”
ued to encourage the other prisoners, telling them
that we are all spiritual prisoners, even our guards,
and it was only Christ that could give us hope as
he has the power to release the captives of sins. At
5 :30 pm, before the tortures began, some
around 5:30
of my staff, my pastor and my wife were accepted
to see the officer in charge. With all the proof
they gave, we were promised release. Some guards
were ordered to take us before the officer in
charge, where we made statements. Fortunately,
they agreed with what the others had already said
and we were set free without paying any bribe.
From this experience, and many others I have
gone through, I can agree with the Psalmist who
said that life is like grass. Thus, I always remind
people to be prepared to meet their God any time,
· because man has one life to live after which is
judgement. My experience encouraged me to
found a ministry among the youth with the aim of
of
giving them hope and warning them about their
destination. Most of the people I found in prison
were young men. Our m
otto is "Your
“Your Destination ·
motto
is Our Primary Concern”
Concern"..
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CHORALE STORY- cont. from pg.3

Sports:
rts:
Spo
Comerr-Cou
- Courl^ide
rt5ide Two in Review
Come

X: "O'kay,
“OTcay, no more lies, I promise. Well, the cars did force the
bus off the road, but a policeman only came up to the window
what's the
'Yes, what’s
and asked if the driver was okay. He said, Yes,
problem?’
problem?' Then the cop asked him to get out of the bus and they
started talking to him as another cop boarded the bus with a
shotgun pointed just above the heads of the choir. I remember
seeing about 12 or 13 policemen outside; some hiding behind
cars, and one was even laughing, looking at the bus. So I said,
right?'.''
“This
'This has got to be some kind of joke, right?’.’

bus?"
B: “You
''You said that to the policeman on the bus?”
place,
envi- ing he was looking for friends in the wrong
What does the typical basketball star first envi
would've
seat. . I would’ve
X: "Are
“Are you kidding? I was on the front seat..
sion after his high school graduation? That huge he yearned for the unconditional love that was
been
the
first
to
go!
Then
the
policeman
asked
us
who
put the
university across the state with emphasis on its absent from his back-stabbing cohorts. He needed
window."
.
sign
up
in
the
window.”
sports program? Many do. Swarms of those tall, the care of his parents who were unaware of what
lanky athletes are eager to lace up their high-tops he was going through.
about?"
B: “What
"What sign, what are you talking about?”
Everything was going wrong, and it all climaxed
and run to sign that treasured scholarship form, or
when
he
arrested
drugs.
His
parents
dealing
for
was
to hear that they have made it as walk-on.
X: “Oh,
Two of Covenant’s
"Oh, back at the beginning of tour some yahoo, sorry,
~ovenant's basketball players marched entered the picture, and after they helped him out
Coogler's
hi'This is a hi
out of high school to enter state universities. Brian of the traumatic situation of the arrest, Coogler’s
student put this sign up that said something like This
Evans of Hartsfield, S.C., joined the University of mother suggested that he talk to his pastor. And
can't understand it. It
jacked bus, we are being kidnapped.’
kidnapped.' I can’t
Carolina’s team on a scholarship, and Jim what an important part that played in his life,
South Carolina's
was done
done- so prettily in different colors and flowers .on it and
“ 180 degree
4egree turn for the
Coogler of Lookout Mountain pursued his spot on because Coogler made a "180
stuff.
I bet a girl did it. I mean, it had been there since the
Lord” during that conversation.
University of Tennessee's
Tennessee’s squad as a walk-on after Lord"
beginning
of tour and we were about half through. But you
hat
t
Then came the next influential advice _that
mo
a year at a smaller state school. Each had his mocops.''
know, Cops will be cops.”
ments of triumph and improvement, but disapdisap would largely affect him. Within weeks, Coogler
had
he
pointment and dissatisfaction caused him to search was a student at Covenant College where
happened?"
B: ‘T
hen what happened?”
"Then
practiced basketball as a boy. Finally, he had more
further to quench his desire for happiness.
Evans, a 6-foot-5 sophomore, found he could to life than merely the thrills of partying and being
not enjoy the secular college atmosphere, even if a good basketball player.
X: “Well,
"Well, most of us were about to split a gut, I mean we were
Evans says he has changed tremendously since
he were on a scholarship. After attending a ChrisChris
seat.''
laughing so hard I almost fell out of the seat.’
tian high school for four years, he was shocked · he has been at Covenant, and he can appreciate the
Christian environment after coming from a state
with the temptations thrown at him. Weak and Cbristian
it?"
B: “What
"What kept you in it?”
“play with guys who you
struggling, he saw himself yield time and time institution. He likes to "play
they
says
with," and
o f unbelievers. Evans was baffled have something in common with,”
again to the wiles of
hairline."
X: ‘T
h at gun pointed at my hairline.”
"That
“grow together”
together".. As a stronger Christian now,
with his unwise compromises and quickly realized can "grow
In
basketball.
to play
he has found a true reason to
his misery at the university.
understand."
B: “I
"I believe I understand.”
“it was mostly for me or people who ·
he the past, "it
Similarly, 6-foot-8 Jim Coogler experienced .tthe
well," but now he plays for the
environment of a secular college. As an insecure wanted me to do well,”
matter.' I
X: ‘T
hen the cop
'This is not a laughing matter.’
~op said This
"Then
player who had no commitment to the Lord, Lord. Evans finds strength in Christ and not in
thought I was gonna die. I laughed so hard my life flashed before
Coogler sought acceptance through his athletic ' himself.
ability and neglected his schoolwork. He "loved
“loved
my eyes. I saw where I lost my skate key when I was three years
that year”
year" of rarely going to class, partying, and ·
old."
old.”
“mystic curiosity”
Cer
curiosity" for drugs. Cerquenching his "mystic
tain that he was doing fine, he made great imim
B: “Yes
did-. What was Dr. Hamm doing all this
"Yes I m sure you did.
provements on the basketball court and "made
“made it
time?”
time?"
there to the top”
top" in drug dealing. But suddenly,
there was no satisfaction. ''What
“What are you doing,
X: “I
"I hate to say it, but he was laughing along with us, or we
God?”
God?" he pondered. Coogler felt alone, empty,
were laughing with him. But the officer looked so serious I
lost.
started to get embarrassed. He was telling us that a policeman
Because he was not getting anywhere and the
had been killed recently and they hadn’t
trauma of his parents’
hadn't found the killer yet. He
parents' separation caused him to
think, Evans transferred after his first semester to
said they thought the guy was on this bus and kept looking at
another branch of the university that was closer to
Steve Lawton. I never did trust
tn,ist him anyway, with those shifty
home. Here he chose not to play basketball. This
I'll bet it was him! But the cop
eyes and beard. What a low-life. I’ll
decision startled many of his friends and past ··
to think otherwise and just asked for the sign with a
seemed
coaches, and they told Evans he would return to
parting word of warning. About that time, the bus driver got
the court soon. But until Coach Gene Fitzgerald
'Well I never in my entire
back in, sank down in the seat and said ‘Well
contacted him, he refused to do so because of the
life...’
That
was
all
he
could
get
out.
He
was visibly moved and
.'
..
life
ex
disgust that had built up in his first semester exso was I. Doubled over in pains from suppressed laughter, it was
perience of the pressure and failures. It was the
all I could do to
to keep composed. As the cars all pulled away, all
call from Covenant College that changed his mind,
initial visit to the mountain-top campus
we could do was stare in disbelief at the men who ~ad
had made our
and his initial.
assured him even more. Evans knew a Christian
I'm
trip something we would never forget. Especially the driver. I’m
college was the answer he sought.
sure it will be a while before he stops talking about it, but then it
Coogler’s whimsical lifestyle began to wear on
Coogler's
was hard to get him to stop talking
anything .
talking. about anything.
him,, and it was not "all
“all that neat,''
neat,” he said. Realiz
Realiz. him
exB: “Yes,
''Yes, well I must say it seems to have been quite an ex
perience. I would like to thank you on behalf of the Bagpipe
for your willingness to tell the inside scoop on this. Do you have
anything else you’d
close?’
you'd like to say before we close?'.
Brian Evans

Jim Coogler

ot pressure has
Coogler remarked that a lot of
been removed since becoming
becomihg a Christian and
entering Covenant. No longer is basketball the
unsatisonly thing in his life, which was obviously unsatis
"final
fying at his previous school, nor is it the “final
end” . Now he has something to come back to -end".
friends .. He is especially
Christ, his family, and his friends.
thankful for his roommates who have helped
hetped him
to become a happy Christian and have been able
to see and accept him as he is.
adBoth Evans and Coogler have faced certain ad
versities in their basketball careers at Covenant.
finds it hard to deal with losing and accept
acceptEvans rmds
reing bad calls made by the referees. He has to re
member to keep things in perspective as far as how
big an effect one game can have in his life. Coogler
has had to make adjustments coming from a larger
caliber basketball program where more is expected
from the players. He struggled with expecting too
much of the other players and now has overcome
this frustration. He has also pushed aside his lack
“I don't
don’t base my self worth on
of self-esteem. "I
what they think of me,"
me,” he said, referring to the
other players.
Through miserable, discontenting experiences,
to fight their way out of
Coogler and Evans chose to
their unhappiness. And both are very pleased that
they have ended their search at Covenant College.

posX: ‘Y
eah, I’d
I'd like to thank all the people that made me pos
''Yeah,
Gran ... .''
sible.... Mom and Dad, Grandma and Grandpa, Great Gran....”
B: ‘Thanks,
we've heard enough for one day. This is
"Thanks, I think we’ve
George Patrick Parsons reporting for the Bagpipe...Goodbye
Bagpipe ...Goodbye and,
reand.... good grief! would you quit playing with the tape re
corder! I’ve
life ....... .
l"ve never in all my life........

.........
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SCRATCHES? DENTS?
RUST? FADED PAINT?
Campbell’s Auto Body
Campbell's
Quality work at very
reasonable prices.
Contact Tom or Tim
Campbell for a free
no obligation discount.
820-1237
Box 79

